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Co-Op ATMs Nationwide

  The CO-OP ATM Network provides you with Savings,

Convenience and Variety.
CONVENIENCE -  We are everywhere you need to be. With nearly 30,000 CO-OP ATM network
locations nationwide, 9,000+ which are deposit-taking, you are never far from your money when you
need it. Convenience is KEY in your busy life and we’ve got you covered.

SAVINGS -  By using one of the nearly 30,000 ATMs in the CO-OP ATM network, you can benefit
from “surcharge-free” transactions. Even if you are not present at your home credit union location, you
can still use an in-network terminal and avoid the fees. Simply put: Keep your cash in your pocket,
where it counts.

VARIETY -  Aside from the thousands of credit union ATM locations, you can get cash at many
popular retail locations such as Walgreens, Costco® and 7-Eleven®. So when you are out and about,
entertaining a busy day’s schedule, your trusted CO-OP ATM network is never far from reach.

Mobile app and texting also available at www.co-opatm.org.

Important Note:  Are you planning on traveling out of the area or the country? If you are, include a
call to our Member Services Department at (209) 572-3600 or 800-44-Mocse to alert them of your
travel plans. Steps will be taken to ensure that you have continued access to your Visa® credit and
debit cards while you are out of the area. Have a safe and enjoyable trip!
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Holiday Closure

Mocse Credit Union will be closed on Monday, May 26, 2014 in observance of Memorial Day. 
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How to Cut Up To $1,000 From Your Monthly
Spending
Top tips for getting the most bang for your buck each month

Have you ever looked at your bank account after a few days and wondered, “Where did it all go?!”
When you spend a dollar here and a dollar there — from groceries to gas — it doesn’t seem like a
hefty amount, but these costs do add up, whether or not you realize it.

But if prices are adding up, don’t stress. The good news is that there’s always ways to save. 

 

"No matter how much money you think you don't have, you still have a lot of choices," says O'Connor,
a personal finance columnist at the Detroit News and author of The $1,000 Challenge: How One
Family Slashed Its Budget Without Moving Under a Bridge or Living on Government Cheese.

To rein in on your budget each month, a few simple cost-cutting tips can make all the difference. Take
these easy ways to save into account this month:

Jot it down. Writing down
all of your expenses helps
you see and put into
perspective just where your
money is going, and helps
you see where to cut costs
later on. But it’s not
necessary to go overboard,
O’Connor explains. 

 

“Don't sit down and create a
beautiful, color-coded Excel
spreadsheet and spend a
month digging out every bill
and receipt from the last
year to create a perfect
budget,” he says. “Just start
cutting your spending and
freeing up cash for whatever
your goal is right then.”

Brown bag it to work. Sure, it takes a little prep time at night or early in the morning, but the benefit is worth it. Simply by taking your lunch to work instead of ordering in each day can save you big bucks come the end of the month.
Sure, it takes a little prep
time at night or early in the
morning, but the benefit is worth it. Simply by taking your lunch to work instead of ordering in each
day can save you big bucks come the end of the month. Bonus: It’s usually healthier this way, too! 

Indulge in home cooked meals. Similar to taking lunch to work, cooking at home instead of eating







out will cut costs indefinitely. The cost of meats, vegetables and other dinner ingredients are much
less at a supermarket than if you were to order them at a restaurant. Limit your restaurant trips and
take-out meals to a minimum, say once or twice a month. In the long run, you’ll see a substantial
amount of savings.

Get on the cheaper gas line. At the time, it may seem like a few cents a gallon won’t save you very
much. But in the long run, going to the cheaper gas station — even if it’s just two or three cents
cheaper per gallon — will ensure you have extra cash in your pocket later on. 

Re-evaluate your bills. For example, can you cancel your gym membership and use weights at
home or jog or bike around the block? Can you start going to thrift stores to buy clothes instead of the
mall, where you’ll likely spend more? How about your cable, Internet, cellphone bills — those kinds of
companies are always offering new plans and deals, and chances are, if you haven’t called to reprise
those services in a couple of years, you may be overspending. 

Cut your grocery bill. If it’s food shopping that’s really blowing a hole in your budget, there are lots of
ways to save at the supermarket. First, limit your food shopping to once a week, and take a set list of
items you need with you. When you make several trips a week, you tend to buy more items on
impulse. Also, if you’re buying produce, get what’s ripe. Fruits and veggies that are out of season
costs 20 to 50 percent more than it does when it's in season. Also, don’t be fooled by attractive
branding; the store’s brand is going to taste nearly identical — and it’ll save you bucks!

Bargain. On everything. “There are no set prices on anything anymore,” says Fred Brock, author of
Live Well on Less Than You Think. “Everything's up for grabs.” So whether it’s medical expenses or
simply an online purchase, negotiating prices can help you cover the cost of your expenditures.

Ditch pricy drinks. The average American worker spends more than $20 a week on coffee,
according to an Accounting Principals’ Workonomix survey. That averages $1,092 a year! For the java
junkies, it’s wise to brew your cup of morning Joe at home, instead of trekking to overpriced coffee
houses. And same goes for alcohol, for those who like to indulge in the occasional booze night out.
Try a happy hour, where drinks are cheaper, or swap your pricy martini for a beer or other drink that’s
lower in price.

 

There are always interesting techniques and ways to save money. Stop by and speak with a
representative today.
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Avoiding Pyramid Schemes
How to tell a pyramid scheme from an honest investment
opportunity

You have likely heard the phrase pyramid scheme, but if you think about it, do you truly know how to
identify them? If you’re looking for new investment opportunities, it’s important to be on the lookout for
pyramid schemes. The following information about the structure and warning signs of pyramid
schemes will help you detect and avoid them.

One of the first questions that many people have about pyramid schemes is whether or not they are
the same thing as Ponzi schemes. While they are similar in some regards, there are key differences
that investors should be aware of so that they are able to identify both types of schemes. 

Named after creator Charles Ponzi, a Ponzi scheme promises high profits from unusual investments.
In fact, promise of high returns from investments not available through other avenues is a warning
sign of this type of scheme. 

In a Ponzi scheme, the
victim’s funds are not
actually invested, but rather
they are pooled together and
used to pay dividends to
other investors. The fact that
the first investors receive
substantial dividends entices
newcomers to invest.
Typically, only initial
investors receive dividends
before the scheme falls
apart when the operator
cannot convince new
investors and attempts to
flee with the profits.

Pyramid schemes are
similar in the fact that they
use later investors’ funds to
pay dividends to people who
invested at an earlier point.
The fact that some investors
receive payment gives
pyramid schemes the
illusion of honesty. The key
difference between pyramid and Ponzi schemes are that in a pyramid scheme, the burden of
attracting new victims falls to the current victims themselves. They are unknowingly paid commission
to recruit further investors, which is how the scheme grows outward in a pyramid shape.

“More specifically, pyramid schemes — also referred to as franchise fraud or chain referral schemes
— are marketing and investment frauds in which an individual is offered a distributorship or franchise
to market a particular product,” describes the FBI. “The real profit is earned, not by the sale of the







to market a particular product,” describes the FBI. “The real profit is earned, not by the sale of the
product, but by the sale of new distributorships.”

The structure of these schemes leads to their inevitable downfall. Because money is actually made by
new franchises or distributors, and not by selling worthwhile product, there comes a point where there
are no more potential investors and further profit cannot be reliably made. 

“At some point, everyone figures out that the underlying thing being sold is worthless,” according to
Forbes. “Result: The whole pyramid collapses, crushing the last recruits at the base.”

“At the heart of each pyramid scheme is typically a representation that new participants can recoup
their original investments by inducing two or more prospects to make the same investment,” describes
the FBI. “Promoters fail to tell prospective participants that this is mathematically impossible for
everyone to do, since some participants drop out, while others recoup their original investments and
then drop out.”

The FBI recommends that investors look out for opportunities that require you to attract your own
investors in order to recoup your investment or increase your profits to a level that makes a livable
wage. It is also necessary to verify the legitimacy of any franchise before you make an investment.
The Better Business Bureau (BBB) is a good resource for this as is your state’s attorney general
office.

If you’re unsure if a new business venture is a pyramid scheme, asking information about your first
months on the job can provide insight. Particularly, determining the structure of the training provided
to new franchisees can offer hints.

“Legitimate companies offer training materials and classes,” describes eHow. “If the plan involves
simply being handed a ‘kit’ and having you start on your own, it most likely falls under a pyramid
scheme.”

Strict inventory requirements are also telltale signs of pyramid schemes. Be careful of business
opportunities that require you to hold a large amount of inventory at all times. The franchisees of
pyramid schemes are the actual customers, so you may want to look elsewhere if a new business
venture places undue emphasis on the amount of inventory you purchase. 

This type of selling from home business model is not just found in pyramid schemes, however; it is
also found in legitimate multi-level marketing businesses. Everyone is familiar with the iconic Avon
ladies, and they are a good example of how multi-level marketing can work in a legitimate business.
This means that any type of at-home sales business is difficult to differentiate from a pyramid scheme,
and should be examined with extra care. 

“If the products being offered are legitimate and the company is paying commissions on the goods
you sell as well as on those sold by people you have recruited, it is a legitimate plan,” describes eHow.

If you would like to discuss the many investment options available to you, please don’t hesitate to call
one of our financial experts today.
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Tuition Statistics and Why You Need to Start Saving
Get a jumpstart on college savings—and why that’s so important

It’s no surprise that college can be expensive. And with the rising cost of tuition (not to mention
textbooks and other school supplies), it’s never wise to wait until college is right around the corner to
start saving. Socking away money for college — whether it be for yourself, your children or your
grandchildren — sooner than later will always be beneficial in the long run. 

 

According to the U.S. Department of Education and National Center for Education Statistics, the total
tuition rates (room and board) for the 2012-2013 year — for a full-time undergraduate student for one
year — at all institutions was $19,344. For four-year intuitions, it was $22,261 and for two-year
institutions, it was $9,180.

 

For that year, the most
current year statistics are
available, was the year rates
were at its peak. That
means that each year,
college tuition becomes
more and more costly. Just
a year prior, from
2010-2011, the rate for all
institutions was $18,497; for
four-year institutions it was
$22,092 and for two-year
institutions it was $8,909. If
you go back even further,
the rates are no comparison.
From 1980-1981, it was
$3,101 for all institutions,
$3,499 for four-year
institutions and $2,230 for
two-year institutions. 

 

While current prices are
steep and continue to get
even steeper, don’t fret.
Think of saving for college like saving for retirement — if you start early and invest as much as you
can over the years, you’re more than likely to be comfortable come the time you, your children or your
grandchildren go off to college. 

 

So how early is too early to begin saving? Never. In fact, some experts suggest starting to save even
before your child (or grandchild) even enters the world. 







 

“Some parents open a 529 plan before the baby is born in their own name and transfer the gifts
there,” says GradSave spokesman Eddie Pradel.

 

Take Mitch O'Hare, a financial planner in Colorado, who did just that for his daughter before he
actually had her. Before she was born, O’Hare set himself as the owner and beneficiary of the 529
account, and then once his daughter received her social security number, she became the beneficiary.

 

“Why not just start funding a 529 plan early?” he says.

 

It seems that saving early really is the key to paying less when college rolls around. According to
research by T. Rowe Price, an asset management company, families who utilize a 529 savings when
their child is young pay about half as much as those who borrow. 

 

"No matter what you can afford, starting is important," advises Adam Bashe, former managing
director of Futuretrust, a college savings program. "Not starting is the problem." He also suggests
taking a look at your savings every year and increasing the contribution if you can (i.e. if you get a
promotion, if you inherit money, etc.)."If it's $25, the next time you can't go to $50, but you go to $40
or $35. It's a move in the right direction," Bashe says. 

 

That’s really all it takes to be able to save enough money for college. 

 

"Even if you can only put away $20 a month and then, maybe over time, increase that amount. The
sooner you start, the more opportunity there is for the money to grow,” says Joyce Cantrell, a
personal financial planning instructor in K-State's School of Family Studies and Human Services.

 

If you’d like to start saving for college as soon as possible — and you have all the reason to — give us
a call or stop by today to find out how we can help you.
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Three Awesome Small Cars
The Nissan Versa Note, Honda Fit and Mitsubishi Mirage are small
car leaders

In the subcompact car segment the consumer faces almost an embarrassment of riches, but three
vehicles have risen above the competition. Meet the Nissan Versa, the Honda Fit and the Mitsubishi
Mirage: three awesome small cars built for fun, fuel economy and affordability.
 
Nissan Versa Note
 
Called the “Big Little Car” by its maker, the 2014 Versa Note delivers an array of unexpected benefits.
For starters, the Note has room for five, a surprising amount of headroom and legroom, including
best-in-class rear legroom, and gets a jaw dropping 40 highway mpg and 35 combined MPG.
 
In addition, the Note delivers best-in-class total cargo volume, made even better because of its
versatility. With the Note’s Divide-N-Hide® Adjustable Floor, users can create a convenient loading
platform or drop the back seats for even more space. Best-in-class is great, but the 2014 Note also
provides a first-in-class Around View ® Monitor. With Around View, four cameras provide a virtual
360-degree image of the Note and displays it on the touch-screen monitor. Drivers can see exactly
how much room they have behind, in front and even between the car and the curb.
 
 
Honda Fit
 
Named one of the Kelley Blue Book’s 10 Coolest New Cars under $18,000, the 2013 Fit offers
time-tested Honda reliability in a fun, versatile and functional package. In fact, functionality is part of
what makes the Fit a leader in the subcompact segment.
 
“Thanks to clever packaging, the Fit offers a perfectly flat load floor when the rear seats are folded
down,” says Edmunds.com. “The resulting 57 cubic feet of cargo space is more than that contained
within some compact crossovers. And the backseat tricks don't end there. Its seat bottom flips up,
leaving a flat, unencumbered space perfect for transporting a large dog or perhaps a flat-screen TV.
Should you need it for actually carrying people, the Fit provides one of the most spacious,
passenger-friendly cabins in the class.”
 
Of course, the Fit is also fuel efficient and fun to drive.
 
“This is also an enjoyable little car to drive harking back to Honda's early days, when tiny, nimble
hatchbacks were its calling card,” explains Edmunds. “This ability to be both fun and frugal is
something everyone should be able to support.”
 
Mitsubishi Mirage
 
While the Note and the Fit
impress buyers and critics with
their combinations of fuel
economy and fun, Mitsubishi has
gone in a different direction with











the 2014 Mirage.
 
“The Mitsubishi Mirage is an
oddity in the automotive world – a
vehicle with no upward
aspirations. It's a small four-door,
five-passenger hatchback that,
aside from its vivid selection of
exterior colors, isn't particularly
interesting to look at or drive,”
says KBB.com.
 
What the Mirage loses in looks
and driving dynamics, it makes up
for in affordability.
 
“You'll like the Mitsubishi Mirage if you only care about saving money,” declares KBB.com. “The
Mirage is cheap to buy, cheap to drive and features a confidence-boosting 10-year/100,000-mile
powertrain warranty. As a bonus, the little hatchback actually drives better than its asking price might
suggest.”
 
Stop by today and let us help you with any of your financing needs.
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Make the Most of Your Spring Walks
Turn a stroll into a strength training workout

Springtime is here and let’s face it: walking is one of the most leisurely and often preferred way to
enjoy the season’s changing scenery and warmer, fresh air.  It’s also a great way to squeeze in some
cardiovascular activity.
 
But, you ask, how can you boost your health benefits when the act of putting one foot in front of the
other can sometimes be downright monotonous? Try adding these five techniques to add a
heart-pumping twist to your next stroll.
 
Go the distance
Recruit a walking partner or
carry a pedometer to push
beyond the 10,000 steps you
should take daily. Make it
12,000 to 15,000 steps if you’re
trying to lose weight. You can
also tack on an extra mile (or
three) and really burn off weight
by mixing up your walking with a
jogging interval every few
minutes.
 
Walk with poles
Engage all — yes, all — of your
major muscles by incorporating
Nordic walking poles into your
regimen. Similar to
cross-country skiing, Nordic
walking uses 90 percent of your
muscles and helps you burn an
average of 400 calories per hour compared to the 280 calories burned during traditional walking.
Frequent weekly use also helps reduce muscle pain and increase oxygen consumption during
workouts. Learn about the technique at anwa.us.
 
'Retro' walk
You don’t need any equipment for this calorie-torching technique. You just need to turn around — and
walk backwards. According to researchers, walking in reverse uses more energy in shorter bursts and
is easier on the knees and hamstrings. This also is a great change for anyone looking to improve
balance.
 
Vary the terrain
Tackle tough or uneven ground to give your muscles a new challenge. If you usually go for flat ground,
try hills or hill intervals to pick up your pulse. If you already hike hills, try sand or dirt trails to give
those calf muscles something to scream about.
 
Jump while you walk











Ramp up your cardiovascular activity by incorporating plyometrics, or short bursts of energy focused
on muscle contraction. Simple exercises can include jumping from the sidewalk onto ground-level
grass or, to increase the intensity, leap onto a nearby bench or jump in place with your fingers
pointing in the air. These sweat-inducing moves improve bone density, muscle power and agility,
among other benefits. For more ideas visit
www.webmd.com/fitness-exercise/guide/plyometrics-exercise-workouts.
 
Whatever your fitness level, there’s always a little tweak you can add to your walking regimen for a
greater challenge this spring. For example, try adding hand weights or a weighted backpack.
 
This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}
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Stowe, Vermont
Consider this welcoming New England town for a summer visit

If you only think of Stowe, Vt., as a winter sports destination, you're missing out. This lovely town has
much to offer summertime visitors.
Stay at Stowe Mountain Lodge
This six-story hotel at the base of Stowe Mountain Resort combines modern luxury with Vermont
tradition. Built in the
"Vermont-Alpine" style with
wood, stone and glass, the
exterior draws on the summer
camps created around the turn
of the century by wealthy New
England families. The interior
continues the aesthetic and
adds a palette pulled from
seasonal colors. Reserve one of
the Front Four residences for
the ultimate in privacy. The
residences feature two, three or
four bedrooms, a full gourmet
kitchen and a choice of views
through floor-to-ceiling windows
of Mount Mansfield, Spruce
Peak or the lodge itself. They
also come with a separate
check-in and lounge, plus a
personal concierge. On-site
amenities perfect for a summer vacation include the 18-hole Bob Cupp championship golf course,
wellness center and spa, outdoor swimming pool and children's adventure program. The hotel,
located at 7412 Mountain Road, sits in close proximity to a multitude of other warm-weather recreation
activities as well. Visit stowemountainlodge.com for more information.
Eat at Mr. Pickwick's Gastropub and Steakhouse
British expats run this restaurant inside Ye Old English Inne, 433 Mountain Road, serving up
traditional English cuisine for dinner. Try the Beef Wellington or more adventurous dishes like the Wild
Game Sausage Mixed Grill, which features elk with Madeira wine, venison with blueberries, duck with
orange liquor, and wild boar andouille sausage. The steaks come in Kobe and Angus. To learn more
or for reservations, go to englandinn.com.
Float the Lamoille River
Umiak Outdoor Outfitters, 849 S. Main Street, offers a four-mile canoe or kayak tour on the Lamoille
River that includes a stop at Boyden Winery in nearby Cambridge. There you will learn more about
the fourth-generation farm and sample some of its award-winning wines. The trip proves slow-moving
enough for beginners, with the pace allowing you to take in the beautiful scenery around the Green
Mountain area. Visit umiak.com for more information and reservations.
Shop in Stowe
The quaint town features more than 70 stores selling art, crafts, jewelry, furniture, specialty foods and
clothing. Many of the shops can be reached on foot during the same trip in the right shoes. Be sure to
stop at Stowe Craft Gallery, 55 Mountain Road, to browse handmade pieces by artisan studios in the











state and across the country. If the timing works out, you may even be able to take in an artist's
reception. To learn more, visit stowecraft.com and gostowe.com.
Consider a trip to this charming Vermont town for a laid-back summer vacation in the New England
countryside. And if you want to combine relaxation with more active pursuits, Stowe and the
surrounding areas offer plenty of hiking, river rafting and ziplining as well.
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Eco-Friendly Laundry
Save money in the laundry room

Laundry always seems to get a bad rap and is often listed as one of the least popular household
chores. When it comes to environmental conservation, however, laundry is one of the areas where
you may be able to save the most energy with a minimal amount of effort. A few simple changes in
your laundry habits may have you looking at laundry in a whole new light.
 
Clean with cold
Because most of the
energy used in the
laundry process is
consumed while heating
water in your washer, you
can save both energy and
money by washing
clothes in only cold water.
With advances in
washing machines and
detergent, most everyday
clothes will get just as
clean in cold water as
warm. In addition, using
cold water will help your
clothing hold its color
(allowing the clothing to
last longer) and prevent
shrinkage.
 
Ditch the dryer
The second largest
laundry energy bandit is
the clothes dryer. Ditch
the dryer and try hanging
your clothes to dry. If you're able to hang them outside, the sun will naturally give your clothes a fresh
scent. No room to hang your clothes outdoors? Try hanging your smaller items inside on an indoor
drying rack. Hanging your clothes will not only save energy, but also allow your clothes to last longer
by retaining their shape and color.
 
Ditch the dryer sheets
Not only do dryer sheets contain several unpronounceable ingredients, but they are expensive, create
additional landfill trash, and often leave clothes smelling like a perfume factory. If you live in a warmer
climate, you may be able to just ditch the dryer sheets, saving both money and additional trash.
Colder climates may still require help with static electricity in clothes, created by the dryer. Instead of
dryer sheets, choose environmentally friendly dryer balls, which can be used again and again in your
dryer to battle wrinkles and static electricity woes. No dryer balls? Use a few loose tennis balls in your
dryer instead.
 







Wash less laundry
To save on laundry energy consumption, make a conscious choice to wash fewer loads of laundry.
Wear your clothes several times before washing. (Jeans, for example, don't need to be washed after
every wear.) When you need to do laundry, do only full loads instead of several smaller loads.
 
Natural or homemade products
In addition to energy usage, detergents can also be an environmental concern. Where does the
laundry soap go when it flows down the drain and into the city's water supply? If you're concerned
about the ingredients in some laundry detergents, opt for natural or homemade products.
 
Just a few simple changes in the way you do laundry can make a significant impact on your energy
usage and environmental footprint. Hanging your clothes, ditching the dryer sheets, washing less
laundry and using a more environmentally friendly detergent will result in a lower electric bill and less
impact on the environment around you.
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Is an Electric Vehicle Right For You?
The answer depends on your lifestyle and priorities

With cost savings and performance, and environmental benefits, electric vehicles offer an exciting
alternative to gasoline-powered and hybrid vehicles. Still, consumers should consider certain factors
before making a purchase, as driving habits, living situation and the ability to pay upfront costs all
affect whether an electric car is a convenient or budget-friendly purchase.
 
Driving Habits
 
Electric vehicles (EV) are best for drivers with commutes of about 75 miles while longer drives can be
planned for with different approaches.
 
“You might be surprised to find that you could easily use an EV for a daily commute, putting aside
your gas-hungry SUV or truck for weekends and vacation drives,” according to Edmunds.com. “You
also might find that you could easily rent a pickup or SUV for the few occasions each year when you
really need towing capacity or increased cargo and passenger room.”
 
Access to Charging Stations
 
Homeowners with a garage will probably find EV ownership a little easier, since they can easily install
charging stations in those garages — 240-volt EV charging stations are best (readily available and
easy to install), and 110-volt stations also work, although they charge at a slower rate while apartment
dwellers and homeowners without garages might have a more difficult time.
 
Still, public charging stations are becoming more common in many states and can be found on
websites such as www.afdc.energy.gov/fuels/electricity_locations.html, a service of the U.S.
Department of Energy.
 
Recharging concerns are also reduced with Partial Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV), which switches to
a gasoline engine when necessary; however, the more one uses a PHEV’s gasoline engine, the more
attractive a pure hybrid becomes. The PHEV Chevrolet Volt for example, gets an EPA-estimated 37
mpg when powered by gasoline, far less than the 50 mpg estimated for the all-hybrid Toyota Prius.
 
Upfront Price vs. Cost Savings
 
Electric vehicle detractors say that
money saved at the pump during
the lifetime of the car is offset by its
upfront cost. On the surface, this is
true. The 2013 Nissan Leaf, for
example, starts at $35,200, well
above the cost of the 2013 Toyota
Prius (MSRP $24,200). However,
federal incentives (and some state
incentives) prove to be a great
equalizer.
 











“California buyers of a Leaf or a
$29,125 Mitsubishi i EV can knock
down the ultimate purchase cost by
$10,000 with state and federal
incentives,” explains
Edmunds.com. “But to finance a
purchase, the buyer still would
have to qualify for a loan based on
the original purchase price. Lenders don't take future tax credits and state rebates into account.”
 
As for the energy savings, how long it takes for the upfront cost of an EV to be surpassed by savings
at the pump depends on fuel and electricity prices.
 
“With the national average prices for gasoline at more than $3.75 a gallon and electricity at 11 cents a
kilowatt-hour, the fuel cost for driving 15,000 miles in a Leaf is roughly 30 percent of what fuel would
cost for a 30-mpg car or truck,” notes Edmunds.com. “It would take six years at these prices to erase
an $8,000 price difference between the Leaf and an internal-combustion equivalent. But if you raise
the cost of fuel to $5.00 a gallon for gasoline and 14.7 cents per kilowatt for electricity (an increase of
about 33 percent for each), the EV earns back that $8,000 from fuel savings alone in just over 4.5
years.”
 
Environmental Reasons
 
To many people, the facts and figures regarding costs and driving range are secondary to
environmental concerns, and here, there is little debate about the benefits of an EV. As the U.S.
Department of Energy states, EVs “emit no tailpipe pollutants, although the powerplant producing the
electricity may emit them. Electricity from nuclear-, hydro-, solar- or wind-powered plants causes no
air pollutants.”
 
Moreover, says the DOE, driving an EV reduces dependence on foreign oil, since electricity is a
domestic energy source.
 
Driving Dynamics
 
Need another reason to go electric? Drivers say that EVs can be more powerful and more fun while
eliminating another type of pollution altogether—noise pollution.
 
“An electric car has fewer parts overall, and fewer moving parts,” explains TheStreet.com. “It gives you
100 percent of the torque right away. It doesn't require a transmission, and it doesn't make any
meaningful noise. Pressing the accelerator simply has a very different feeling.”
 
Clearly, for the right person or family, an EV is the right choice. There are significant environmental
and driving benefits, assuming one’s driving habits, access to charging stations and budget for upfront
costs make purchasing an electric vehicle possible.
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